
The Hidden Truth
How statistics, definitions and flip-flop policies 

have sold the pandemic
Did you know:
● COVID-19 has 99.7% survival rate .
● Deaths globally have occurred predominantly when 

1 to 3 comorbidities exist.  Meaning likely the virus 
alone won’t kill you!

● CDC quietly updated COVID-19 death numbers on 
19 August 2020 reporting 94% had comorbidities, 
only 6% died of  COVID-19.

● In the UK a COVID-19 death is recorded as anyone 
who died within 28 days of a positive PCR test even 
if a heart attack!

● The pandemic fear has been built on the results of 
fraudulent screening PCR tests, tests not designed 
to diagnose.  Amplification >35 cycles results in 
97% false positives.  Cycle thresholds (Ct) of 40 to 
45 were used in 2020 globally to achieve a COVID-
19 positive case – many had no symptoms! 

● WHO changed the PCR test criteria AFTER the 
vaccines were approved for emergency use and 
reported cases had “escalated”.

Adverse Events following COVID-19 jabs vs 
CV19 Deaths to date

  Jab Death    Jab Side Effect    CV19 Death
TGA¹             210 22,031           910
UK²               1,213 246,970           127,000*
CDC VAERS³    4,201 227,805             609,544

¹tga.gov.au/periodic/covid-19-vaccine-weekly-safety-report-27-05-2021
²Yellow Card Scheme 19th May 2021
*Died “within 28 days of positive test for coronavirus”
³Reported on The Highwire episode 217, 27/5/2021

Are the CV Jabs 95% effective or 0.76%?
The Absolute Risk reduction of the Pfizer jab 

less than 1% effective

The Jab you just gotta have – no questions please!

• All COVID-19 vaccines in Australia are under 
Provisional Registration, this means they are still 
experimental.  “The largest human vaccine trial in 
human history” stated Greg Hunt, Australian Health 
Minister.

• Jabs using mRNA technology have never been 
used before as a “vaccine” in humans.

• Coronavirus vaccines have always failed animal 
studies – animals died when challenged, a 
phenomenon known as antibody dependent 
enhancement or pathogenic priming.  How will 
those jabbed fair in 6-18 month time when they 
encounter the common cold?

• Vaccine trial duration was only 2 months, after 
which the placebo control group was eliminated! So 
no long-term safety trial is now possible.  The 
population is now the trial.

• COVID-19 jabs won’t stop infection or, 
transmission of SARS-CoV-2, the only benefit may 
be to reduce disease symptoms (aka COVID-19).

• Big Vaccine are all exempt from legal liability for 
injury or death resulting after COVID-19 jabs.

• Nuremberg code obligates informed consent 
when taking part in a medical experiment.

• Reported Adverse events following COVID-19 
vaccinations are overwhelming, they include many 
life long injuries and deaths. 

• CDC now only reporting breakthrough cases that 
are fatal or require hospitalisation! This will help 
the vaccines “appear” to be working.

• Fact: Philanthropist’s who sponsor global “health” 
agencies have markedly increased their wealth as 
a result of this pandemic.

• Fact: Big Pharma is losing money on drugs (less 
new compound in the pipeline, and law suit costs) 
so vaccines (biologics) are their profit saviour – 
they have no liability and if vaccine passports get 
mandated, they have a gold mine ahead of them.  
Follow the money! 

Cycle threshold (Ct) for CV19 PCR test
Ct < 25

Likely true 
positive

Ct 35 - 45
97% chance of 
false positive

In 2020, globally, Ct for PCR tests were set 40-45 Ct 

Pfizer trial consisted of 43,448 participants split into 2 
groups: placebo and vaccinated = 21,724 each.

Only 168 of the trial subjects got infected and these 
were used to report the vaccine’s effectiveness. 160 in 
the placebo, 8 breakout cases in the vaccinated. 
8 = 5% of 160, therefore the Relative Risk of the 
vaccine is 95% effective at preventing COVID-19.

The risk of getting infected with no treatment minus 
the risk after receiving the vaccine is the Absolute 
Risk which is 0.8% minus 0.04% giving 0.76%. 

Source: www.thehighwire.com/videos/covid-vaccine-less-than-1-effective

For references visit:
www.AdelaideFreedomRally.com/COVID-timeline

● Death certificate guidelines were altered in March 
2020 in Australia & USA, for the first time in 
history an “assumed” cause of death was allowed.

● Hospitals compensated $ greatly for COVID claims.
● WHO changed the definition of a “pandemic” in 

2009 – lethality removed as a criteria.  
● WHO changed their definition of “herd 

immunity” on Oct 15, 2020 to say it can only be 
achieved with a vaccine, then changed it back on 
Dec 31, 2020 to include natural infection.

● Life-saving early treatments have been supressed. 
Clinical trials done for late treatment only – too late 
for the drugs to demonstrate effectivness!


